HOU STON CLUB MANAGEMENT UNDERTAKES RADICAL CHANGE

Radical changes have been made in the management of the Houston Club on January 31. The old regime gave way to the new management, headed by Miss Thomas Hart, 74C. Paul R. Hornung, 74A, was named to the post of assistant director. The Student Employment Bureau of the new management will be in charge of the afternoon car of the club. Miss Hornung was assistant director under the old régime.

The new director has utilized a decided police force in cooperation with the services of the organization "Deputys and champions" since Hart will be the "wardens of all our employees. The new director is expected to devote every possible effort to the satisfaction of the members, to protect and serve the public in a better and more serious manner of convenience to the student body.

GEORGIA TECH TO ENJOY BIG GENTLE FOR TIGER GAME

Georgia Tech announced yesterday that its Tech quarte...
Notice


Franklin Basketball—Following men report at West Field Station at 7:30 P.M. today for summer league activities.

Baseball—All players report to Penn State at South Stadium in Beaver, Pennsylvania, tomorrow. The winners of the baseball tournament will have the chance to earn gold footballs for winning.

To Dance on the campus for a reasonable price at HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA.

To Dine and Dance in the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia is more attractive than the Main Dining Hall.

There is no cover charge and you may select your dinner from two club dinners, one at a dollar and a half and one at two dollars, or from any a la carte dinner served every evening from six to eight.

Woodland Ave.

Mint Flavored

Beech-Nut Mints

A Full Cream Confection

Beach-Nut Packing Company, Canajoharie, N.Y.

Service with Quality

Est. 1895

Louis M. Kolb
Master Tailor

311 Spruce St., Basement Store

OFFICIAL SHOP TO STUDENT UMPIRE OF HOSPITALITY, 10 MEMORIAL TOWER.

We steam all clothes FREE with cost of pressing TO HIRE—Full Dress, Tuxedo, Frock Suits, White Coats, Tailors' Work.

ORDERS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

Use Kwikster Commercial Cleaning Process, French Dry Cleaning, Remodeling and Repairing

TWO WAYS TO EAT

1. In the Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania, the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia, to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra, every evening from six to eight.

2. In the Dining Room at the Hotel Pennsylvania, to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra, every evening from six to eight.

There is no cover charge and you may select your dinner from two club dinners, one at a dollar and a half and one at two dollars, or from any a la carte dinner served every evening from six to eight.
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Spotlight on Footlights

Continued from Page Four parts. But the cost is large and the theme has never obtained the recognition it deserves.

"The Dance" is admirably well done. It is continuous but far more entertaining than anything on the Minstrely. R. L. M.

Chestnut-Zeno

"Zeno" is playing at Chestnut Street Theater. Home for the last week if an extended engagement. The show is in a cold room from "The Kettleship Chair" which was a popular presentation of stock companies about seven years ago. It has, however, the touch of modernity in its use of springing atmosphere, twinkling half-heads, and radio receivers. Pieces disappear, tables crest, panels move, hands and arms flow about in a way that is real reappear. Men are found dead, locked in steel boxes and not in handkerchiefs. The hero is suspected, the host is suspected, the heroine is suspected, the villain is not suspected. You will be thrilled by the spirit forms vanished by the mechanical ingenuity, blinded by the flashlight power, and startled by the unexpected shot. Unless you are extremely unmusical you will enjoy the evening by trying to guess which one of the characters is "Zeno," the mastermind. What more is necessary for a "thriller"?

We recommend "Zeno" as a mystery play and encourage the proper number of thieves. Three may, however, be introduced. Thee may be three of the darkest stage and the music to your partner for free or at $12.00 temporary employment. H. W. P.

Keith’s Vaudeville

This week finds a good show at Keith’s, a show that should not be discarded with faint praise. The show is one who has no music in himself for treason, stratagems and smiles," said Shakespeare and so quote the program. Allan Rogers and Lonesome Allen make even the slight individuals each satisfactory with their entertainment. Their walk together is for above the average and are capable of rendering some novel that really is terrific. None Helpless received the plaudits of the crowd. Her return to vaudeville after an absence of nearly four years is greeted as only an old favorite can be welcomed back to a first love. With characteristic grace she brings her little girl act, the Parrott crevices and the by marriage scene back with her, and they comprise an offering that is superb. For grace in dancing Helene Coyne and Henri French have an offering that clearly deserves the other acts for head blue boxes. Miss Coyne is the owner of legs that rival Mistinguett and she controls them with all the art of a top dancer. This is well supported by French in his song and dance act. For side splitting laughs Shaw and Lee, wellknown diaboloists of place, can be given credit for the heartiest chuckles that have from the audience. There far be held in volume in Bevan and Pilts is one to to indigent favorites by the din of applause. Both these comedy and song acts are worth the admission price to the show.

The animal and acrobatic acts introduce a novelty of extremes. Turnout and situation and Plce DAX are the only remnants of train of game monsters in the world. The Kithrane dogs perform many remarkable tricks of human imitation. The usual moving pictures and the joke.

H. H.

NOTICES

Continued from Page Two

tryout today at 3 P. M. at 140 Qhine street. All men who signed up but who failed to report Saturday will report at this time, in addition to those who come to enter the competition but who have not signed up as yet.

Student Ward—Carl Schmuckert, Jr., 32ND; J. Raymond Scholz, 32ND; John Meredith, 32ND; George Bowers, 32ND; Jack Clark, 32ND; Leonard Fultz, 32ND; Maurice Langelier, 32ND; W. C. Gilbert, 32ND, and Herbert Oppenheimer, 32ND.

Winter's Want a Slogan

Patenrize Our Advertisers

\[ \text{Scott-Powell Golden A Full Guernsey Milk is rich in all the elements that make for strong, healthy physiques. Drink a pint a day and be safe.} \]

Scott-Powell Dairies, Inc.

" Fresher by a Day" Producers of Milk

\[ \text{Telesphone Wyoming 3390} \]
Last year Pennsylvania lost an excep-
tionally successful baseball team. That
the Princeton and Holy Cross games
brought victories instead of defeats, the
baseball season has been opened.
Thus, all through the first game is yet many weeks
off, the baseball season will we have?

Let’s put the first line itself and, for
the time being, ignore the schedules.
In the line, the backstop position
is filled—Lobdell Goldblatt, 1924 captain,
in one of the best catchers in collegiate
ranks. He has a fine arm, can use his
head, and has the confidence of the
veterans on the squad. Next comes first
base—John K. Norris, third-string
baseman, who filled him just about a week
to nail down the job. All will have a
fight on his hands at second base, bat
in the neighborhood of the starting berth unless somebody
passes him, probable will be a third base
open, and there will be a very
rude battle for the only job left in the
infield. The outfield will be crowded with Williams, Dehn, Plas and Holt
way among these present, mention
only the veterans.

If he could disregard the pitching staff, there
would be little to give Coach Coffey any worry. With the
expectations of their base, practically all of the positions are taken down already;
unless someone breaks a leg. The Teach
concentrate on scientific base work and the stuff of the Farrell-Allen-Steffle
(fielding combination drilled.
The infield, as we have
seen, will
unless we are
conscriptions delayed
the courses.

If wealth and quality of material are
considered, Pennsylvania should
without a peer in the East. It is highly
possible that this year’s team will solve the problem of the pitching staff
more quickly than has been done in the past.

This year’s team, like every
year, may be a little
shorter than last year’s team. Last year’s
centerfielder, who was equal to almost anything
in the pitching line—a very base
steal their records. The Teach
this year’s team, possibly played better or
unluckily for the three-year-old perhaps
unfairly, because the other pitcher
Roch, William and Tommy second-stringers
in 1924, are still at
their best.
In 1924 it is
the problem
that neither
Pennsylvania would have a number
in the pitching line. If Coach
Coffey sends a pitching staff equal
its ability, the Red and Blue men won’t
be stopped anything. It’s up to the
infielders.

DO YOU READ THE GIRARD LETTER?
Would you resent to the
FRANK BROTHERS
Correct Footwear for
the correct dress
for every occasion
EXHIBIT AT BEA'ONST
3701 Spruce Street
Every Day
FRIEDMEYER

MAGUIRE BROS.
Student Supplies
Lunch
350 South 40th Street

FRANKLIN SUGARS in Packages handy
For every need from
TEA to
CANDY

Weeds Well in the Dormitory
“A Franklin Sugar For Every Use”
THE FRANKLIN SUGAR REFINING CO.
Philadelphia

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY
Bread & Cigarettes, Inc., Philadelphia

DO YOU READ THE GIRARD LETTER?
If you are interested in Philadelphia’s
banking and business, it’s a good idea
for you to sign up for the Girard Letter.

A LITTLE BINGLE
TO A BIG BUMP?
What haberdasher’s growth to present commodious
quarters from a basement “dugout” is significant of the
growth of the service that firm performs for the campus?
What haberdasher invites you to a “SHOP WARM-
ING” Friday, February Fifteenth?

Who handles; "MERCHANDISE THAT EXPRESSES PERSONALITY"